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ABSTRACT: Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) garnets are among the most
promising solid electrolytes for next-generation all-solid-state Li-
ion battery applications due to their high stabilities and ionic
conductivities. To help determine the influence of different
supervalent dopants on the crystal structure and site preferences,
we combine solid-state 17O, 27Al, and 71Ga magic angle spinning
(MAS) NMR spectroscopy and density-functional theory (DFT)
calculations. DFT-based defect configuration analysis for the
undoped and Al and/or Ga-doped LLZO variants uncovers an
interplay between the local network of atoms and the observed
NMR signals. Specifically, the two characteristic features observed
in both 27Al and 71Ga NMR spectra result from both the deviations
in the polyhedral coordination/site-symmetry within the 4-fold
coordinated Li1/24d sites (rather than the doping of the other Li2/96h or La sites) and with the number of occupied adjacent Li2
sites that share oxygen atoms with these dopant sites. The sharp 27Al and 71Ga resonances arise from dopants located at a highly
symmetric tetrahedral 24d site with four corner-sharing LiO4 neighbors, whereas the broader features originate from highly distorted
dopant sites with fewer or no immediate LiO4 neighbors. A correlation between the size of the
27Al/71Ga quadrupolar coupling and
the distortion of the doping sites (viz. XO4/XO5/XO6 with X = {Al/Ga}) is established.
17O MAS NMR spectra for these systems
provide insights into the oxygen connectivity network: 17O signals originating from the dopant-coordinating oxygens are resolved
and used for further characterization of the microenvironments at the dopant and other sites.
1. INTRODUCTION
Li-stuffed garnets have received widespread attention as solid
electrolytes for next-generation Li-ion batteries and have been
studied extensively since the discovery of Li7La3Zr2O12
(LLZO).1 The cubic variant of LLZO garnet features high Li-
ion conductivity (σLi = 10
−3 to 10−4 S/cm at ambient
temperature), accompanied by a near-unity Li-ion transference
number.1−3 In addition to its thermal and mechanical
robustness, LLZO also displays superior electrochemical
stability against Li-metal rendering LLZO an ideal solid
electrolyte for Li-metal-based batteries.2,4
Two polymorphs of LLZO have been reported, a tetragonal
(I41/acd, SG no. 142)
5−8 low-temperature form and a cubic
(Ia3̅d, SG no. 230)3,7,9−11 polymorph that is thermodynamically
stable above 400−625 K (the exact value depending on the
sample impurity level).1,3,12 However, doping by supervalent
cations (Al3+, Ga3+, Ta5+, etc.) enables the stabilization of the
cubic form at room temperature.3,13,14 Of these, Al doping is the
most common, since samples are generally prepared by sintering
at high temperatures (T > 1470 K) using an Al2O3 crucible (Al
doping thus arising from Al-contamination).1,3,5,8,12,14
The low-temperature tetragonal phase is fully ordered
comprising full occupancy (site-occupancy factor, g = 1) of
the three lithium sites, namely, the tetrahedral Li1/T(8a), and
the octahedral Li2/O(16f) and Li3/O(32g) sites. Cubic LLZO
features two Li site groups: the tetrahedral Li1/24d and the
octahedral Li2/[48g/96h] (Figure 1). The Li2 site is a split
position with the two 96h sites separated by 0.77 Å, and the 48g
site sitting in the center. This site group cannot be fully
occupied, resulting in a partial occupancy, contributing to the Li
mobility.3,7,9−11,15
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The local structure of doped c-LLZO has been the subject of
several studies in recent years to understand both the
mechanism of the unusually high lithium-ion conductivity and
the influence of different dopants. Solid-state NMR spectrosco-
py as a local structural probe has been the technique of choice in
many studies, since the observed chemical shifts are determined
by the local environment of the nuclei.16 For example, typical
27Al chemical shift ranges are 70−90 ppm for AlO4, 25−40 ppm
for AlO5, and −10 to 15 ppm for AlO6 environments.17
However, due to a large divergence in experimental and
theoretical results the influence of the dopants is still not well
understood.
Solid-state 27Al-NMR spectra of Al-doped c-LLZO always
feature one signal at around 64−68 ppm.3,18−24 In addition,
several research groups have reported an additional signal
around 78−82 ppm.3,18,19,23 One of these signals is usually
assigned to a tetrahedral AlO4 environment, created by
substituting Li1 sites in the garnet structure. However, both
signals reside in the shift range usually assigned to AlO4
environments. Since the cubic structure model (Figure 1)
contains only one possible tetrahedral crystallographically
distinct environment (i.e., the original Li1 site), the nature of
the second environment is still a subject of discussion.25
Suggested possibilities include Al substitution on the La, or Zr
sublattices, or on the second Li site where it could adopt a
pseudotetrahedral/octahedral local coordination geome-
try.22,23,26−28
Ga-doped c-LLZO has a similar story: in the 71Ga-NMR
spectra, a broad feature due to a species with a large quadrupolar
coupling constant, CQ (>10 MHz) is always present.
22,23,26−28
However, an additional relatively sharp signal arising from a
much smaller CQ (<5 MHz) has also been reported in a few
studies.22,27,28 Again, both of these signals are in the shift region
usually expected for tetrahedral Ga-environments, providing
only limited information on the actual coordination environ-
ments.
Like 27Al, the 69/71Ga chemical shifts are strongly dependent
on their local environment. Usually, 4-fold coordinated Ga
resonances are found between 107 and 222 ppm, while 6-fold
coordination leads to a shift range of −80 to −42 ppm.17 The
most noticeable difference between Al and Ga NMR spectros-
copy is the larger quadrupolar moments of 69/71Ga leading to the
much larger second-order quadrupolar (SOQ) broadening,
particularly for 69Ga. While comparatively better resolved
spectra can be obtained by studying 71Ga, it is generally
necessary to go to higher magnetic fields, and fewer 69/71Ga
NMR analyses of LLZO have been reported22,23,26−28 compared
to those for 27Al NMR.3,18−24
To probe the connection between the different dopant sites
and the observed characteristic NMR features, ab initio
calculations of solid-state NMR spectral parameters have proven
to be an effective tool.16,29−34 However, the use of density-
functional theory (DFT) for understanding the NMR
resonances in cubic LLZO garnets has been very limited. To
our knowledge, only Rettenwander et al.24 have presented a
DFT-NMR study for cubic LLZO garnets based on an Al3+-
dopant configuration analysis, the other DFT studies mainly
addressing the structural properties, phase transition, and
stability of c-LLZO and Li+ diffusion therein.6,7,13,35−46 To
date, no DFT study has addressed the 71Ga or 17O NMR spectra
of c-LLZO.
Using DFT, Rettenwander et al. proposed that 27Al NMR
signals originate from Al3+ ions with slightly different (and only)
4-fold coordination at the crystallographic Li1/24d and Li2/96h
sites in cubic LLZO garnet.24 However, their predicted NMR
parameters (with CQ = 0.8−3.3 MHz) do not cover the whole
range of experimentally observed parameters (with CQs ranging
from 3.3 to 6.9 MHz). In other words, the broad features
observed in the experiments (stemming from the higher CQs)
may not be adequately explained by the AlO4/AlO5/AlO6 sites
considered in their simulation models. Moreover, the effect of
varying the dopant concentrations in the lattice on the
corresponding NMR shifts and CQ values was not considered.
Given the ambiguities in the literature, a more comprehensive
sampling of the dopant sites is needed to unravel the distinct
local interaction networks and to determine which crystallo-
graphic sites and local environments the observed NMR signals
originate from. In this study, we therefore present the 27Al, 71Ga,
and 17O magic angle spinning (MAS) spectra of Al- and Ga-
doped cubic LLZO along with a comprehensive and systematic
first-principles defect-configuration analysis for these c-LLZO
variants. Based on our quantum-mechanical (DFT/GIPAW-
NMR) calculations, we assign all NMR signals to specific local
structure features and show that the dopants only reside on the
Li1/24d sites (with varying local distortions). The 17O MAS
spectra, presented here for the first time for the LLZO system,
show distinct and well-resolved resonances that are due to
oxygen bound to the dopants (Al or Ga). These atomistic
insights will benefit the devising of strategies to optimize ionic
conductivity in doped LLZO variants. The presented general
trends will also contribute to the understanding of similar local
environments in other related energy materials.
2. METHODS
2.1. Computational Details. Plane-wave DFT electronic structure
calculations were performed using the CASTEP code47,48 (v. 17.21),
which is an implementation of periodic boundary conditions within the
pseudopotential approximation. The generalized-gradient approxima-
tion (GGA) was used of the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE)
exchange-correlation functional form.49 The Brillouin zone was
sampled using a Monkhorst−Pack (MP) grid50 with a k-point spacing
Figure 1. Representation of the individual crystallographic sites in the
crystal structure of cubic-Li7La3Zr2O12 (c-LLZO, Ia3̅d). The Li1, La,
and Zr atoms reside inside a green, yellow, and purple coordination
polyhedral, respectively, and the O atoms are located at the vertices.
Li2/96h split positions are shown by green−white balls. The unit cell is
depicted with a thick, solid black line. The close spatial proximity (0.77
Å) between the Li2 sites is clearly seen.
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finer than 2π× 0.05 Å−1. Plane-wave basis sets were truncated at a cutoff
energy of 800 eV, and a convergence criterion of 2× 10−8 eV/atom was
used in the self-consistent optimization of the electronic wave function.
The atomic positions and lattice parameters were fully relaxed at this
level of accuracy using LBFGS optimizer51,52 until all forces were
smaller than 0.05 eV/Å. All ab initio calculations employ the ultrasoft
pseudopotentials generated by the CASTEP on-the-fly generator (v.17,
the corresponding strings are given in the SI, Part 2B).
Solid-state 17O, 27Al, and 71Ga NMR chemical shifts were computed
using ab initio methods for a selection of pristine and doped LLZO
variants. The magnetic response calculations were carried out by
applying the gauge-including projector augmented wave (GIPAW)
approach.53,54 By fitting the computed isotropic shielding data against
the experimental chemical shifts (as detailed in the SI, Part 3), we
obtained σref values of 242.1, 556.5, and 1674.5 ppm for
17O, 27Al, and
71Ga NMR shifts, respectively. These σref values have facilitated the
accurate assignment of the experimental peaks to the computed ones.
Quadrupolar properties were calculated using the GIPAW method
utilizing the electric field gradient (EFG) that is derived directly from
the lattice structure and final electron density distribution.55 GIPAW
yields the quadrupolar constant (CQ) and the asymmetry parameter
(ηQ), which are used jointly with the δiso values to construct the final
MAS NMR spectra with SOPRANO,56 including the first- and second-
order quadrupolar effects (e.g., shifts and broadening). Corresponding
to a 16.44 T magnetic field strength, the Larmor frequencies of 94.95
MHz for 17O, 213.5 MHz for 71Ga, and 182.58 MHz for 27Al were used
in all simulations of NMR spectra using the parameters extracted from
the DFT calculations. Higher-accuracy DFT settings were adopted for
NMR calculations (as detailed in the SI, Part 2).
The thermodynamic phase stability of different phases of LLZO was
assessed by comparing their free energies with those of the competing
species/compounds. We define the formation energy per atom (Ef/
atom) of a compound XaLibLacZrdOe, where the dopant X = {Al, Ga}, as
μ μ μ μ μ
=
{ } − − − − −
+ + + +
E E a b c d e
a b c d eatom
X Li La Zr Oa b c d ef X Li La Zr O
(1)
where E{XaLibLacZrdOe} is the total DFT energy of a given structure,
XaLibLacZrdOe, and μ{X,Li,La,Zr,O} are the chemical potentials of the
constituent atomic species (where usually c = 3, d = 2, and e = 12). This
relation is valid under the assumption that the Gibbs energy can be
approximated by the internal energy, since the pV and thermal energy
contributions are negligible at 0 K.
The elemental contributions (i.e., chemical potentials) can be
determined from (a) their individual ground-state elemental structure,
e.g., Li in the P63/mmc space group, or from (b) their contributions in
the starting (reference)materials, used to synthesize the pristine/doped
LLZO, e.g., Li2O, La2O3, ZrO2, Ga2O3, and/or Al2O3. For the latter
option, one needs to solve the linear equations relating the DFT total
energies with chemical potentials of contributing atoms (i.e.,
μ{X,Li,La,Zr,O} to be used in eq 1). This is exemplified in the SI, Part
2B. The choice of the reference materials may be relevant not only in
the quantitative comparison of the relative stabilities of LLZO variants
but also in their qualitative order (see Section 3.2.1 and the SI, Part 5).
For the detailed analysis of the distortion within the polyhedral
coordination of the dopant sites, the following methods were adopted,
as described in their original references without any modifications:
effective coordination number,57 distortion index (DI),58 quadratic
elongation (QE),59 and bond-angle-variance.59,60 Bond valence sums
(BVSs) were also used, adopting the empirical constant, B0 = 0.37 Å,
and bond valence parameters (l0) taken from refs 61 and 62.
Following from Baur et al.,58 the distortion index (DI) is defined as
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whereX corresponds to the different parameters, viz. bond length, bond
angle, or polyhedral edge. In addition, Xi is the value of a given
parameter for the coordinating ith atomwith respect to the central atom
within a particular polyhedron, whereas Xavg is the average for a given
parameter.
Images of the crystal structures were prepared using VESTA,63 while
the data plots were generated using ORIGIN v9.1.
2.2. Experimental Details. 2.2.1. Synthesis. Gram-scale batches
(e.g., 1.6 g) of Al and Al + Ga substituted LLZO (Li7−(3x−y)GaxAlyLZO,
AlyGax-LLZO) were synthesized by following a modified literature
procedure.64 Li2CO3 (99.997%, Aldrich, including 10 wt % excess),
La2O3 (Alfa-Aesar, 99.999%), ZrO2 (Alfa-Aesar, 99%, calcined), Al2O3
(Aldrich, p.a. nanopowder <50 nm), and Ga2O3 (Alfa-Aesar, 99.999%
metal basis) were mixed according to the stoichiometric ratio of LLZO
and ball-milled for 2 × 20 min with a Mixer/Mill 8000 M instrument
(SPEX SamplePrep) using a zirconia jar with two zirconia balls (d = 10
mm). The powdered samples were placed in alumina crucibles and
calcined in O2 flow at 1000 °C for 12 h in a tube furnace after heating
with a rate of 5 K/min, followed by natural cooling. Afterward, the
samples were reground and calcined again in O2 flow under the same
conditions. After the synthesis, samples were immediately transferred
into an Ar-filled glovebox (VAC or MBraun (p(O2)/p
0 ≤ 1 ppm,
p(H2O)/p
0 ≤ 1 ppm).
2.2.2. 17O Enrichment Procedure. Enriched LLZO was obtained by
heating the as-synthesized powder (ca. 0.4 g) to 550 °C under an
atmosphere of 70% enriched 17O2 (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories,
used as received) in a closed quartz tube for days.
2.2.3. Solid-State MAS NMR. 71Ga, 27Al, and 17O NMR spectra were
acquired on Bruker 700MHz (16.4 T) and 500MHz (11.8 T) magnets
with Avance III consoles using Bruker 1.3 mm HXY (16.4 and 11.8 T
magnets) and 2.5 mm HFX MAS probes (11.8 T magnet) by using
regular zg/one-pulse pulse programs with a small flip angle (≪π/2, i.e.,
<π /4 for 71Ga and <π /6 for 27Al and 17O). The spectra were externally
referenced against CeO2 powder (878 ppm)
65,66 or H2O (0 ppm) for
17O, Ga2(SO4)3 powder (low CQ signal,−87 ppm)67 for 71Ga, and AlF3
powder (−17 ppm)68 for 27Al. The latter compounds were used for
pulse length optimization as well.
All samples were ground in agate mortars and packed into 1.3 mm or
2.5 mm ZrO2 rotors under an argon atmosphere inside a glovebox (M.
Braun; p(O2)/p
0 < 1 ppm, p(H2O)/p
0 < 1 ppm). The MAS NMR
experiments were performed at sample spinning speeds of 45 and 50
kHz (1.3 mm) or 25 kHz (2.5 mm).
Two-dimensional 27Al 3QMAS (triple quantumMAS)NMR spectra
were acquired on Bruker 700 MHz (16.4 T) and 200 MHz (4.70 T)
magnets with Avance III consoles using Bruker 1.3 mm HXY (16.4 T
magnet, MAS = 50 kHz) and 4.0 mmHXMAS probes (4.70 T magnet,
MAS = 10 kHz). For further details refer to the Supporting Information
(SI).
Bruker Topspin 3.5 pl7 was used for raw data handling and
processing.69 The 71Ga and 27Al spectra were fitted with DMFIT
software70 to obtain values ofCQ and ηQ using theQ-MAS 1/2model to
fit the central transition assuming infinitely fast MAS.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Experimental NMR Results. 3.1.1. Medium and High
Field 27Al MAS NMR. Figure 2 shows 27Al MAS NMR spectra of
different Al-containing LLZO compounds at two different
magnetic field strengths, 11.8 T (a) and 16.4 T (b). In all cases
but one, we observed two components in the chemical shift
range of approximately 40−90 ppm, henceforth labeled as A for
the usually sharper component with a higher shift and B for the
broader component with a lower shift. In the case of
Ga0.3Al0.1LLZO no component A was observed in the 11.8 T
field, but considering the low intensity of this component for the
same compound in the higher field measurement, it was most
likely too low in intensity in this case to be detected above the
noise.
While component B lies in the lower shift range typically
found for AlO4 tetrahedra, its shift is consistent with shifts seen
for tetrahedral sites in, for example, some Al2O3 structures.
17
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The broad and asymmetric (second-order quadrupolar, SOQ)
peak shape, and the decrease in peak width at higher fields
(compare Figure 2a,b), is consistent with a large CQ as
confirmed by previous studies3,23,24
Component A lies in the higher shift range of tetrahedral Al-
environments, with a shift that is more common for Al halides.71
A few noticeable exceptions occur; e.g., the AlO4 environments
in Y4Al2O9 and CaAl2O4 resonate at 78.2 and 76.2 ppm
72 as well
as 69.5−86.2 ppm,73 respectively, the O atoms of the AlO4
polyhedra also being coordinated to large cations with high
ionicity. The signal at approximately 10 ppm is usually
associated with the LaAlO3 impurity commonly observed in
these samples.23
To help obtain a set of reliable quadrupolar parameters,27Al
MQMAS NMR spectra of Al0.24LLZO were acquired at 16.4 T.
This composition was chosen specifically for its high Al-content
while still being below the different suspected solubility limits of
Al3+ in LLZO, specifically Al0.25
74 and Al0.53
10,28,43,75 depending
on the study, thus maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio while
reducing the risk of impurity signals. Our MQMAS results
indicate that two signals with slightly different isotropic shifts
(66 vs 68 ppm) contribute to the broad signal B (see Figure S1).
This is in contrast to previous studies3,23 where only one signal
for B was resolved, albeit with broadening consistent with both a
distribution of chemical shifts and CQ values, indicating a
distribution of environments and the presence of more than one
site.3 These differences are ascribed to variations between
samples and the use of the lower field and higher spinning speed
used here, which will lead to a larger separation and better
resolution of sites with different CQs. The parameters extracted
from the fit are summarized in Table 1, signal B having a higher
CQ (5.5 and 6.3MHz) than signal A (3.5MHz), suggesting a less
symmetric environment. Figure S1 shows the fitting of the 1D
slices of the 27Al spectrumMQMAS of Al0.24LLZO as well as the
overlapping experimental and simulated 27Al MQMAS spectra.
3.1.2. High Field 71Ga MAS NMR. Figure 3 shows the 71Ga
MAS NMR spectra of Ga0.3Al0.1LLZO (a) and Ga0.2Al0.2LLZO
(b) acquired at 16.4 T. The 71Ga spectra are similar to the 27Al
spectra showing two components, one comparatively sharp
signal (A), now with an apparent shift of about 230 ppm, and a
broad signal (B) ranging 50−200 ppm, suggesting 4-fold 71Ga
coordination.17 Due to the similarities of Ga and Al shift
behavior and the fact that they often appear in similar
compounds, empirical formulas describing the linear relation-
ship between Al and Ga shifts have been derived in the past.76,77
Using the 27Al shifts as a starting point, one can calculate 71Ga
Figure 2. 27Al MAS NMR of LLZO samples in (a) 11.8 T field (MAS =
25 kHz, except 30 kHz for Ga0.3Al0.1LLZO) and (b) 16.4 T field (MAS
= 50 kHz, except 40 kHz for Ga0.2Al0.2LLZO). The observed
components are labeled A−B from higher to lower shifts. 27Al
MQMAS spectra are shown in Figure S1.
Table 1. 27Al and 71Ga Parameters Obtained from the Fits of Various Al- and Ga-Containing LLZO Samples Shown in Figures 2
(SI, Figure S1) and 3
type LLZO variant fitted component δiso [ppm] CQ [MHz] ηQ
27Al Al0.24 Al1 (sharp signal A) 80 ± 0.5 3.5 ± 0.3 0.6 ± 0.1
Al0.24 Al2 (broad signal B) 68 ± 0.5 6.2 ± 0.3 0.3 ± 0.1
Al0.24 Al3 (B) 66 ± 0.5 5.5 ± 0.3 0.5 ± 0.2
71Ga Ga0.3Al0.1 Ga1 (A) 223 ± 5 1.8 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.2
Ga0.3Al0.1 Ga2 (B) 196 ± 5 12 ± 0.5 0.3 ± 0.1
Ga0.2Al0.2 Ga1 (A) 249 ± 5 4.4 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.2
Ga0.2Al0.2 Ga2 (B) 193 ± 5 12 ± 0.5 0.2 ± 0.1
Figure 3. 71Ga-NMR acquired at 16.4 T for (a) Ga0.3Al0.1LLZO (red)
MAS = 50 kHz, and (b) Ga0.2Al0.2LLZO (orange) MAS = 40 kHz;
together with the fitted spectra (broader component B in black and
component A in gray). Fit parameters used are summarized in Table 1.
Journal of the American Chemical Society pubs.acs.org/JACS Article
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shifts that are nearly identical to those observed in the
experiments (see eq S1 and Table S3), supporting the proposal
that Al and Ga dopants are found in similar environments in the
LLZO structure.
The fits of the 71Ga NMR spectra used to extract the δiso, CQ,
and ηQ values are summarized in Table 1. The broad peak B
shows a large CQ of 12 MHz and an ηQ of 0.2−0.3, while the
sharp peak A shows a much smaller CQ of 2−4 MHz. This
suggests either a more symmetric local environment or
dynamical averaging of the second-order quadrupolar inter-
action for component A. Due to the featureless line shape of A,
no reliable ηQ value could be determined, and the fitting
parameters for both A and B have a considerably wide margin of
error, in particular ηQ. Figure S2 illustrates that a good fit, e.g., for
the broad component, can be achieved for a range of values for
ηQ, without a large influence on the extracted values of CQ and
δiso (Table S2): while we picked ηQ = 0.3 as the best fit for the
broad signal from Ga0.3Al0.1LLZO, values from 0.2 up to 0.4 also
gave a reasonably good fit. (We applied the minimal line
broadening necessary to get a good fit while retaining the
spectral features.) As observed for the 27Al MQMAS data, it is
likely that multiple local environments contribute to signal B.
3.1.3. 17O NMR MAS NMR. 17O NMR is a complementary
technique to 27Al and 71Ga NMR as it allows the effect of the
dopants on the local environments in the lattice to be probed.
Since oxygen is distributed over the whole structure, a more
complete picture of the local environments can be obtained. 17O
enrichment of the materials is aided in these materials by the
acceptable oxygen mobility previously observed,78 allowing a
lower than commonly used79,80 enrichment temperature of a
ceramic of only 550 °C. Our intention was to keep the Li loss at
elevated temperatures to a minimum.
The 17O MAS NMR spectra of the differently doped LLZO
compounds show a multitude of signals with only small
differences being observed depending on the dopant level
(Figure 4). This suggests a limited influence of the doping on the
overall lattice structure. The 17O spectrum of Ga0.2Al0.2LLZO
was acquired at a lower field strength than all the others, yet
similar shifts are observed, indicating that the oxygen environ-
ments are associated with low CQ values (Figure S3).
Overall, up to nine signals are visible, five of which can be
assigned to the expected impurities. The background signal from
the ZrO2 rotor used as sample container is observed at
approximately 380 ppm. Common impurities are La2Zr2O7
(with a reported peak at 623 ppm and an even more intense
peak that overlaps with the ZrO2 signal),
81 La2O3 (584
ppm),65,82 and LaAlO3 (
17O ppm),83 which is also visible in
the 27Al-NMR spectra. This leaves signals I (413 ppm), II (378
ppm), III (352 ppm), IV (317 ppm), and V (225 ppm) as signals
originating from the LLZO oxygen atoms. Although the shifts
are clearly in the shift range seen for other zirconates,84,85
assignments are impossible without the use of DFT calculations.
3.2. Computational Results. In order to provide an
atomic-level understanding of the source of the 17O, 27Al, and
71Ga NMR peaks, we have performed extensive DFT-GIPAW
NMR calculations on the undoped and Al/Ga-doped cubic
LLZO variants. Numerous defect configurations were first
generated by employing a DFT-based sequential enumeration
approach. To obtain the initial representative structure for the
pristine cubic LLZO phase (c-Li7La3Zr2O12), we started from
the fully lithiated model (c-Li15La3Zr2O12) and introduced Li
vacancies on the Li2 site in a systematic stepwise approach to
achieve the final composition (see the Supporting Information,
Part 2A, for details). We then introduced varying levels of Al and
Ga dopants on the La, Li1, and/or Li2 sites removing the two
nearest 2 Li ions (per dopant) to attain charge neutrality (only
for Li substitutions), using a similar enumeration approach to
create defect configurations. To limit the computational efforts,
the smaller primitive unit cell of c-Li7La3Zr2O12 (Z = 4, 96
atoms, R3̅c, SG = 167) was used in the DFT calculations.
3.2.1. Thermodynamic Phase Stability of LLZO Variants.
The relative stability, using the relaxed structures of the LLZO
phases under investigation (i.e., optimized atomic positions and
lattice parameters), was derived from the corresponding DFT
total energies. Table 2 compiles the defect formation energies
(at 0 K) for various undoped and doped LLZO phases,
computed using two different reference sets (comprising unary
or binary starting materials). The higher stability of the
tetragonal phase over the cubic one in the absence of doping
(ΔE = ca. 0.01 eV/atom) is noted, in line with previous
reports.1,5,8,42 The cubic phase is stabilized upon doping of the
Li1 site (regardless of the dopant type, Al or Ga) becoming as
stable as the tetragonal phase, and even more stable in some
cases (for all reference sets considered, Tables 2 and Table S5).
Figure 4. 17O NMR of Ga0.3Al0.1LLZO, Al0.3LLZO, Al0.15LLZO (all 16.4 T), and Ga0.2Al0.2LLZO (11.8 T). The observed components assigned to
LLZO are labeled I−V from higher to lower shifts, while impurity signals are assigned to their most likely origin (e.g., ZrO2 which is used as the NMR
rotor, i.e., the sample container).
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By contrast, doping the Li2 and La sites leads to further
destabilization of the cubic phase. Therefore, our analysis
indicates that the doping of the Li1 sites (regardless of the
dopant type) is energetically favored over the doping of other
sites (Li2 or La), in line with the previous NMR studies and first-
principles calculations.18,20,22,28,41,86,87
Table 2 shows that the preference for the dopant type (Al vs
Ga) depends on the choice of the reference set. Specifically,
formation energies computed using reference set A (comprising
unary starting materials, isolated Li, La, Zr, O2, Al/Ga solids)
clearly favor Al doping over Ga, whereas the other reference set
containing binary compounds does not reveal a clear preference.
We also note that the finite-temperature thermodynamics might
affect the relative stability of phases, favoring the more
disordered phases. This, however, is not expected to alter the
conclusions drawn using the zero-temperature energetics (as
further discussed in the SI, Part 5).
The formation energy of the cubic phase further decreases
(i.e., its stability increases) with increasing doping levels.
However, experiments have shown that cubic LLZO is stable
only within a certain range of doping levels, namely, Li5.5 < Li7−3a
< Li6.5−6.8 (or 0.07 < a < 0.53 in Li7−3aXaLZO, widest range
known),10,28,43,75 which corresponds to the substitution of no
more than two Al/Ga ions per unit cell (Z = 4). Our results
suggest that the higher-dopant levels considered here (i.e., those
having a Li ratio <5.5) are not unstable with respect to the
constituent oxides, or indeed the lower doped materials, but
must be unstable with respect to other nongarnet compounds,
LaAlO3, and LiGaO2, alongside La2Zr2O7, Li2ZrO3, Li6Zr2O7,
and Li8ZrO6 (which may also form at low doping
levels).23,28,43,88 This is supported by the defect energies
computed vs different decomposition product (see Table S5)
which show significant reduction in the stability of the defects,
particularly at higher dopant levels. Relevantly, additional 27Al
and 17O peaks from nongarnet impurities are often observed
particularly at higher doping levels (Figures 2 and 4). While this
might also depend on the synthesis procedure, i.e., insufficient
mixing and Li excess or loss, it provides a good qualitative
explanation of the solubility limit observed experimentally.
Ideally, we would use a larger supercell (e.g., Z = 8 or larger) to
explore more configurations; however, this was not computa-
tionally feasible particularly for the full GIPAW-NMR analysis.
Despite these concerns, we nonetheless used these higher
dopant structures to compute NMR parameters to explore the
effect of high dopant concentrations on NMR parameters.
3.2.2. DFT/GIPAW NMR Calculations of Cubic-LLZO
Variants. After obtaining the model structures for different
levels of Al/Ga doping of LLZO, DFT/GIPAW calculations
were performed to obtain the NMR parameters for the 17O, 27Al,
and 71Ga isotopes (where applicable). The choice of the density
functional, plane-wave cutoff energy, and the MP grid size for k-
point sampling was benchmarked, utilizing only the undoped
cubic LLZO model (see the SI, Part 4, Figures S11−S13, for
details); this benchmark showed that the 17O isotropic
shieldings from the GIPAW calculations converged within
0.10 ppm with respect to these criteria. In addition, the choice of
exchange-correlation functional (PBE, PBESOL, Rev-PBE, and
LDA) does not notably affect the main features in the resulting
17O NMR spectra although some minor features and the overall
peak positions (shifts) differ to some extent. We have therefore
chosen the PBE functional and the simulation parameters listed
in the Computational Details section in order to make the
computational efforts tractable.
To compute the NMR spectra, we have included the
contributions from all defect configurations that we have
considered, by setting their NMR-peak scaling factors either
(a) to their Boltzmann weights at selected temperatures (e.g., at
298 K, to capture a realistic combination of low-energy
configurations) or (b) to unity, representing an equal
contribution from each configuration (to account for the high-
energy configurations). We note the relevance of exploring
different configurations that are generated by different Li
arrangements at 298 K, even though the synthesis was done at
higher temperatures (1273 K), because Li atoms are mobile and
can still rearrange on cooling the sample from the synthesis
temperature. Higher-energy defect configurations may still be
accessible and contribute to the final NMR spectrum (at 298 K)
given that the samples are cooled rapidly. We simulate this case
by considering the higher-temperature distributions (at 1000−
4000 K, see below).
While computing the Boltzmann weights, configuration
thermodynamics was also taken into account following the
formalism outlined by Grau-Crespo et al.89 We note that even
though the choice of reference materials is crucial for computing
the formation energies of each individual defect configuration, it
does not play a role in determining their Boltzmann weights: the
latter relies only on the relative energies with respect to the
most-stable configuration for a given stoichiometry.
3.2.2.1. Computed 27Al MAS NMR Spectra. GIPAW/NMR
calculations were performed on all 28 defect configurations (i.e.,
12 Li1 and 16 Li2 sites for the unit cell with 4 formula units) to
determine which Al-dopant sites result in the characteristic
NMR resonances. The predicted spectra are presented in Figure
5 where they are compared to the experimental Al0.3LLZO and
Ga0.2Al0.2LLZO
27Al spectra. The corresponding relative
energies of selected configurations are compiled in Table 3
along with the key NMR properties and the structural data used
Table 2. Formation Energies (Ef/atom, in eV) for Selected
Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) Variants
a
compound type
doping
site
ref A
(unary)
ref B
(binary)
tetragonal (t-Li7LZO) −2.723 −0.066
cubic (c-Li7LZO) −2.714 −0.058
1 Al-doped (c-Al0.25Li6.25LZO) Li1 −2.770 −0.066
Li2 −1.385 1.319
La −2.689 −0.038
1 Ga-doped (c-Ga0.25Li6.25LZO) Li1 −2.740 −0.067
Li2 −1.516 1.157
La −2.664 −0.044
2 Al-doped (c-Al0.5Li5.5LZO) Li1 −2.825 −0.071
2 Ga-doped (c-Ga0.5Li5.5LZO) Li1 −2.765 −0.073
1 Al + 1 Ga
(c-Al0.25Ga0.25Li5.5LZO)
Li1 −2.795 −0.072
2 Al + 1 Ga
(c-Al0.5Ga0.25Li4.75LZO)
Li1 −2.847 −0.072
2 Ga + 1 Al
(c-Al0.25Ga0.5Li4.75LZO)
Li1 −2.816 −0.073
3 Ga + 1 Al
(c-Al0.25Ga0.75Li4.0LZO)
Li1 −2.843 −0.080
aComputed using eq 1, based on the lowest-energy configuration for
each stoichiometry. ref A consists of unary starting materials: isolated
Li, La, Zr, O2, Al, and/or Ga. ref B comprises binary starting
materials: Li2O, La2O3, ZrO2, α-Al2O3, and/or β-Ga2O3. A more
negative Ef/atom value corresponds to a more stable compound. An
extended version containing several other references and LLZO
variants can be found in Table S5.
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for a local coordination analysis. The defect configurations are
labeled based on their relative energies and the nature of the
dopant and defect site (e.g., config_1Al/Ga-[X]-[1−16], with X
being Li1, Li2, and La, depending on the defect site).
The low-lying configurations (i.e., thermally accessible, with
ΔEf < 0.5 eV/fu) involve the Al-doping of various Li1 sites,
forming AlO4 tetrahedra (Table 3). In the two almost-
degenerate lowest-energy configurations (configs_1Al−Li1−1
and Li1−2), Al dopes into Li1 sites with similar coordination
environments (Figure 6) giving 27Al NMR shifts of δiso = 68.6
and 68.3 ppm, respectively. Their asymmetric coordination
environments lead to large quadrupolar coupling constants (CQ
= 5.20 and 5.34 MHz) and large asymmetry parameters (ηQ =
0.74 and 0.67), resulting in broad and distorted line shapes
similar to those found for the observed peak B (Figure 5).
To probe the source of the other observed peaks, we have also
calculated the NMR resonances originating from the higher-
energy Li1-defect configurations by scaling NMR contributions
based on Boltzmann weights at elevated temperatures (1000−
4000 K, Figure 5): A stepwise increase of the simulation
temperature introduces two new 27Al NMR peaks, originating
from configs_1Al−Li1−3 and Li1−4 (with ΔEf = 0.446 and
0.803 eV/fu), respectively. These configurations give rise to two
additional sharper peaks located at 85.3 and 77.9 ppm,
respectively, which are close in chemical shift to the observed
peak A. The former peak (from config_1Al−Li1−3) has a
chemical shift that is closer to that of the observed peak A from
the Ga0.2Al0.2LLZO sample (82 ppm), whereas the latter
(config_1Al−Li1−4) is closer to that from the Al0.3LLZO
sample (78 ppm) (Figure 5). Furthermore, these more
symmetric local environments (see DI and BVS values, Table
Figure 5. DFT/GIPAW 27Al MAS NMR spectra of the single-doped
cubic Al0.25Li6.25LZO models compared to the experimental spectrum
of the Ga0.2Al0.2LLZO and Al0.3LLZO samples. The Boltzmann-
weighted individual contribution from each energetically relevant
defect configuration is considered in the convoluted DFT spectra and
depicted for the 298 K case (dashed lines). The effect of higher-energy
configurations on the spectrum was checked by considering temper-
atures of 1000−4000 K in the Boltzmann weighting. Gaussian
broadening (Γ = 2 ppm) is used for all computed spectra.
Table 3. Local Coordination Analysis for the Al- and Ga-Doped Sites in the Selected Single-Doped Configurations
(Al0.25Li6.25Zr2O12 and Ga0.25Li6.25La3Zr2O12), along with Their
27Al/71Ga NMR Parameters and Relative Energiesa
DI (×10−4)
config ID δiso [ppm] CQ [MHz] ηQ B A E BVS ΔE [eV]
1Al Placed on Li1 Sites
Li1-1 68.6 5.20 0.74 0.4 4.6 3.2 2.53 0
Li1-2 68.3 5.34 0.67 0.3 4.7 3.3 2.53 0.01
Li1-3 85.3 0.95 0.42 0.1 0.6 0.4 2.64 0.45
Li1-4 77.9 3.00 0.16 0.3 1.6 0.8 2.61 0.80
Li1-5 80.4 6.38 0.77 0.9 3.8 2.0 2.63 0.96
Li1-6 80.3 6.41 0.76 0.9 3.8 1.9 2.53 0.97
1Al on Li2 Sites
Li2-1 81.2 13.6 0.16 1.2 12.0 7.5 2.44 1.39
Li2-2 70.1 14.5 0.53 1.5 13.6 8.7 2.35 1.44
Li2-3b 29.5 4.18 0.65 2.4 12.7 8.2 2.23 1.51
Li2-4b 29.4 4.52 0.64 2.5 12.7 8.3 2.22 1.51
1Ga Placed on Li1 Sites
Li1-1 189.1 10.2 0.48 0.3 5.9 4.1 2.70 0
Li1-2 187.7 10.4 0.50 0.4 6.1 4.2 2.70 0.01
Li1-3 166.0 10.7 0.39 0.2 6.0 4.2 2.70 0.29
Li1-4 280.2 2.54 0.75 0.2 0.9 0.5 2.81 0.53
1Ga on Li2 Sites
Li2-1c 189.8 10.9 0.41 0.4 5.7 3.9 2.71 0.02
Li2-2 158.1 26.5 0.61 1.9 14.9 9.4 2.51 1.22
Li2-3 157.8 26.3 0.56 1.8 14.7 9.3 2.51 1.23
aNMR parameters (chemical shift, δiso, CQ, and ηQ), and local coordination parameters (distortion indices, DI, of bonds (B), angles (A), and
polyhedral edges (E), and bond valence sum, BVS) are presented along with the relative energy, ΔE. Configurations are sorted based on their
relative formation energies, and energetically most-relevant (low-lying) ones are indicated in bold. Complete lists of the Al- and Ga-doped
configurations are given in Tables S7 and S8, respectively. bThese configurations have 5-fold coordination, whereas all others listed here are of 4-
fold coordination. cconfig_1Ga−Li2−1 is designed as a Li2-defected configuration, but Ga moved to a Li1 site in the structure optimization,
lowering its relative energy compared to the other Li2-defected ones.
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3) have low CQ values (0.95 and 3.0 MHz for config_1Al−Li1−
3 and Li1−4, respectively).
To explore the distinct doping site distortions, the first
coordination shells of the AlO4 sites were inspected (Figure 6,
left panel): in general, all Li sites (hence, also the dopant sites)
are surrounded by four oxygen/corner-sharing ZrO6 and two
LaO8 sites, while the number of immediate LiO4 (Li2)
neighbors varies. Config_1Al−Li1−3 has a dopant site with
the highest number of immediate Li neighbors and the lowest
distortion among others (i.e., lowest DI and highest BVS values,
Table 3). The other configurations, particularly configs_1Al−
Li1−1 and Li1−2, have fewer corner-sharing LiO4 neighbors
(NN = 1), and are also highly distorted. The nearby small and
polarizing Li atoms appear to play a crucial role in affecting the
bonding: the AlO4 sites, whose corner-sharing LiO4 neighbors
are missing, are forced into more distorted AlO4 tetrahedra,
resulting in higher CQ values and hence broader NMR signals
(Table 3).
To see if other high-energy Li1-defected configurations might
contribute to the 27Al MAS NMR spectrum, the GIPAW-NMR
spectrum was also convoluted with equal contributions from
each configuration (configs_1Al−Li1−1 to 12, Figure S16c).
The addition of high-energy doped sites gives rise to extra
features flanking the main feature in the 50−80 ppm region. Of
these, config_1Al−Li1−5 and A6 yield NMR shifts (with CQ ≈
6.4 MHz) located around 70−75 ppm, similar to config_1Al−
Li1−4. These peaks may be associated with the (occasional)
minor shoulder observed between the peaks A and B (only
present in the NMR spectrum of the Al0.24LLZO sample). Note
that this shoulder has also been associated with a nongarnet
phase, γ-LiAlO2.
19
If the high-energy Li2-site configurations are included,
corresponding to an out-of-equilibrium state (Figure S16d), a
set of new peaks appear in the 15−40 ppm region of the
predicted 27Al NMR spectrum. Since none of the experimental
spectra have signal intensity in this specified region, we again
rule out the doping of Li2 (96h/48g) sites, even at higher doping
levels (as well as the higher-energy Li1 sites with comparable Ef).
Doping of La sites is predicted to produce peaks in the 35−0
ppm region (Figure S18a), characterized by high CQ values (and
thus very broad peaks). The sharp resonance sometimes seen in
this spectral range at 12 ppm has too small aCQ to be assigned to
these high energy dopant configurations, consistent with its
prior assignment to the nongarnet impurities in the sample, e.g.,
LaAlO3.
3,19,23
Next, we scrutinize the effect of higher doping levels on the
computed 27Al NMR line shapes, by adding more dopants to the
supercell (i.e., double-, triple-, and quadruple-doped cases). As
discussed in more detail in the SI (Figures S19 and S22), on
going from the single-dopant case (Al0.25LLZO) to the double-
dopant cases (X0.5Li5.5LZO, where X = Al or Al + Ga), the main
peak broadens further due to an increase in the CQ (to ca. 7.1
MHz) and shows a characteristic SOQ splitting due to low EFG
asymmetry parameter (ηQ = 0.01−0.02), predicted for both 2Al
(Al0.5LLZO) and 1Al + 1Ga-doped (Al0.25 Ga0.25LLZO) model
systems (Table S9). The computed CQ values are now larger
than the experimentally determined values.
Visual inspection of the local arrangements at the dopant sites
in the 2Al, Al0.5LLZO model (Figure S23) reveals that the
lowest-energy config_2Al-1 is in fact a combination of the two
lowest-lying single-doped configurations (viz. configs_1Al−
Li1−1 and Li1−2) with alike dopant-site local environments. In
addition, these two dopant sites are close neighbors, indirectly
connected through a LaO8 site (Figure S23), and do not have
oxygen-sharing LiO4 neighbors as opposed to the single-dopant
equivalents each with one LiO4 neighbor (Figure 6 and Figure
S23). This arrangement for Al gives rise to a higher CQ (7.1 vs
5.2MHz), once again underlining the regulatory role of the LiO4
neighbors in controlling the local coordination of a dopant site.
The very low EFG asymmetry (ηQ = 0.01−0.02) of the AlO4
sites in the Al0.5LLZO model can be attributed to a higher axial
symmetry at each site, as endorsed by small distortion indices of
bonds (Table S9). The findings for the Al0.25Ga0.25LLZO model
are similar.
Figure 6. Local surroundings of the (left) Al and (right) Ga-doped sites
in the selected single-doped defect configurations. Polyhedra vertices
correspond to the coordinating oxygens. Relative energies are given in
parentheses. The number of corner-sharing LiO4 neighbors (NN) are
also indicated, the Li ions formally corresponding to ions on the Li2/
96h sites. Configuration label definitions are given in the text. The
immediate LaO8 and ZrO6 neighbors of the dopant sites are depicted in
Figures S14 and S15.
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3.2.2.2. Computed 71Ga MAS NMR Spectra. A similar
configurational analysis was performed for the Ga case, which
endorses the proposed doping preference for the Li1 sites over
the Li2 ones (see Table 3, and Table S8 for a complete list). A
similar GaO4 environment is formed in all three low-lying
configurations (configs_1Ga−Li1−1, Li1−2, and Li2−1, Table
3, Figure 6). This gives rise to almost identical chemical shifts
(δiso = 187−190 ppm), similarly large CQ values (10.2−10.7
MHz) and medium ηQ values (0.39−0.50), all jointly
contributing to the lower frequency (SOQ) line shape, which
closely resembles the experimentally observed peak B (Figure
7).
The large CQ and ηQ values of the broad feature can be
ascribed to the distorted GaO4 environments in lowest-energy
configs_1Ga−Li1−1, Li1−2, and Li2−1 (Table 3). Reminiscent
of the Al-doped case, in these low-lying Ga-doped config-
urations, the LiO4 tetrahedra that surround the dopant GaO4
sites (i.e., their oxygen-sharing neighbors) are highly distorted or
missing (their coordination shells are visualized in Figure 6). As
compared to the 27Al, the 71Ga NMR shows a much broader
SOQ line shape, due to the larger CQ, arising from the higher
quadrupolar moment of the 71Ga isotope.
Increasing the simulation temperature leads to the inclusion
of higher-energy Li1-substituted configurations, particularly
configs_1Ga−Li1−3 and Li1−4, in the convoluted 71Ga NMR
spectrum (Figure 7). The low CQ value (2.54 MHz) of
config_1Ga−Li1−4 results in a sharp resonance in the
simulation, in agreement with observed peak A. As in the Al-
doped case, this lowCQ is ascribed to the higher symmetry of the
GaO4 environment (with lowest DI values, Table 3). This is
facilitated by the four immediate Li neighbors (Figure 6), which
donate equivalent (balanced) bonded Li−O interactions and
thus do not distort the GaO4 tetrahedron significantly. The
chemical shift of config_1Ga−Li1−4 (δiso = 280.2 ppm) is
noticeably higher than configs_1Ga−Li1−1 to 3, and while it is
in the same region as peak A, it is noticeably larger, the
experimental values being seen at 220 and 220−240 ppm for
Ga0.3Al0.1 LLZO and Ga0.2Al0.2LLZO samples, respectively.
On account of its rather high formation energy (Ef = 0.528
eV/atom), config_1Ga−Li1−4 is expected to be present only at
a higher level of doping or in a sample quenched from high
temperature. This may be one reason for the varying height of
the experimental peak A (Figure 3), from sample to sample. By
contrast, config_1Ga−Li1−3 is more likely to be populated,
with its lower Ef of 0.290 eV/fu, and it leads to a resonance
associated with a slightly larger CQ of 10.7 MHz than
configs_1Ga−Li1−1 and Li1−2, but similar to Li2−1. This
peak may contribute to the right-hand shoulder of the observed
peak B, suggesting that local disorder controls the broadening of
the lower frequency discontinuity of the SOQ line shape.
The addition of significant contributions from the other
higher-energy Li1 doping configurations broaden and shift the
position of the lower frequency discontinuity of the SOQ line
shape (as illustrated in Figure S17c) with equal weighting for all
configurations. The resulting spectrum improves the fit to the
experimentally measured spectrum of Ga0.3Al0.1LLZO (Figure
3a and Figure S17c). While these defect configurations are
thermally less accessible due to their high formation energies, it
is clear that more disorder is present in these samples than
captured by the two lowest-energy configurations alone.
The 71Ga NMR spectra from the higher Ga-doping levels and
local coordination analysis reveal characteristic trends in NMR
properties, and their structural origins, which are analogous to
the 27Al case, e.g., a higher CQ (12.5 vs 10.2 MHz) and very low
ηQ (0.01−0.02), stem from the missing LiO4 neighbors. An in-
depth discussion is given in the SI, Part 6a.
The general notion that a more distorted dopant site
promotes a higher CQ value is validated for the Al- and Ga-
doped cases by plotting the CQ values against the distortion
indices (DIs) of bond lengths, angles, and tetrahedron edges
(Figure 8). Similarly, a clear correlation is observed with CQ
increasing with increased quadratic elongation and with
decreasing BVS (Figure S25).
3.2.2.3. Computed 17O MAS NMR Spectra. Calculations
were performed to assign the characteristic peaks seen in the 17O
spectra of Figure 4 and are compared with the experimental
reference (Ga0.2Al0.2LLZO sample). Only the low-energy
configurations at each doping level were used to generate the
spectra shown in Figure 9. The effect of including the higher-
energy defect configurations (for single-doped Al/Ga cases) is
shown in the SI, Figure S26.
Figure 9 shows that the undoped c-LLZO yields the fewest
features and is dominated by two resonances with similar shifts
which are close to those of the observed peak IV, whereas the
other peaks are either much weaker (corresponding to peaks I−
III) or completely missing (peak V). On increasing the doping
level, the main peak IV becomes progressively weaker, while the
other peaks become more pronounced, except for the peak at
around 380 ppm. No peaks are predicted with a shift similar to
this measured signal, consistent with its assignment to a
background signal (ZrO2 or La2Zr2O7).
81,90 The predicted
decrease in relative intensity of peak IV (Figure 9 and Figure
S27) at higher doping concentrations suggests that this peak
may correspond to the 17O resonances originating from the OLix
sites, whose relative amount decreases upon Al/Ga doping.
Figure 7.DFT/GIPAW 71GaMASNMR spectrum of the single-doped
cubic Ga0.25Li6.25LZO models compared to the experimental spectrum
of the Ga0.3Al0.1LLZO and Ga0.2Al0.2LLZO samples. The Boltzmann-
weighted individual contribution from each energetically relevant
defect configuration is considered in the convoluted DFT spectra and
depicted for the 298 K case (dashed lines). The effect of higher-energy
configurations on the spectrum was checked by considering temper-
atures of 1000−4000 K in the Boltzmann weighting. Gaussian
broadening (Γ = 2 ppm) is used for all computed spectra.
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Noticeably, the calculated increase in the lowest-frequency
peak at the increased doping levels suggests that the
experimental peak V originates from the oxygens coordinating
the dopant sites. Relevantly, the doping of the higher-energy Li1
sites is associated with a broadening of peak V (Figure S26). By
contrast, experimental peaks at 170, 575, and 625 ppm are not
predicted in the DFT/GIPAW results (Figure 9), suggesting
that these peaks stem from the nongarnet impurities in the
sample, as described above. Very similar 17O NMR spectra are
predicted for spectra with the same dopant concentration,
independent of whether the dopant is Al or Ga. In contrast, the
number of dopants and their distribution within the LLZO
lattice have a more discernible effect (Figure 9). No clear
distinction for the site preference of the Al or Ga dopants for
either Li1 and Li2 can be made using the 17O NMR data (Figure
S31), as the oxygen atoms coordinated to Al/Ga substituted on
either the Li1- or Li2-defected sites both give rise to predicted
shifts similar to those of peak V.
The NMR properties (δiso, CQ, and ηQ values) and
coordination environments for selected defect stoichiometries
and configurations are collated in Table 4. The additional peaks
at 200−230 ppm (matching with the observed peak V, Figure 9)
originate from the oxygens coordinating the Ga/Al dopant
atom(s), with the shortest interatomic distances (D(Al−O) =
1.80 Å and D(Ga−O) = 1.88 Å), further corroborating the
assignment of peak V to the dopant sites. The 17O signals
originating from the dopant sites have larger CQ values
compared to those from the other sites. Relevantly, the oxygens
at the GaO4 sites display larger CQ values than the AlO4 sites
(3.50−3.64 vs 1.06−1.36 MHz), which could be attributed to
the larger covalency of the Ga−O bonds than the Al−O ones.
From the local coordination analysis (Table S11), we note
that every oxygen has one to six Li atoms within 3.6 Å, along with
Zr and two La neighbors; the closest neighbor is always a Li
atom (except for when replaced by a dopant). The differences in
NMR properties of oxygens can be attributed to the number of
their Li/dopant neighbors, lower shifts generally correlating
with Li−O bonds.
Examining Table 4 and Table S10, a noticeable grouping of
the oxygen sites for the double-doped cubic-LLZO cases (viz.
2Ga, 1Ga + 1Al, and 2Al-doped with the X0.5Li5.5LZO
stoichiometry) is seen, which can be ascribed to the less
diversity in oxygen local environments in the respective lowest-
energy configurations (see Figure S23). These structures are not
only useful for a clearer assignment of local environments in c-
LLZO (due to the more distinctive oxygen grouping) but also
give a good overall match with the experimental spectrum
(Figure 9 and Figure S28), increasing the accuracy of peak
assignments. For discussion, only the 1Ga + 1Al-doped case was
picked, the other two having similar NMR properties and
oxygen groups (Table S10).
The oxygen sites in Ga0.25Al0.25Li5.5LZO can be divided into
six distinct groups (Table 4). The O1 group is coordinated to
the dopant sites and leads to the 228−229 ppm peaks, matching
with the observed peak V. Groups O2 andO3 are responsible for
the resonances at 306−307 and 310−313 ppm, overlapping with
the peak IV. These O2 and O3 oxygen sites all have three Li
neighbors within bonding distance (2.6 Å), while their two
closest neighbors are Li atoms which lie within the typical
tetrahedral LiO4 coordination distance (2.00 Å).
91 In contrast,
the Li−O distances are longer for the other oxygen groups,
yielding increasingly higher 17O shifts. On this basis, peak IV can
be primarily ascribed to the OLix polyhedra, in line with our
earlier assignment. The O4 and O5 groups correspond to the
344−347 and 368−369 ppm peaks, which coincide with the
measured peaks III and II, respectively. A common feature of
these oxygen groups is fewer (two) first-coordination Li
neighbors and longer Li−O distances, and shorter average
distances to the Zr and La neighbors. No clear distinction can be
made based on interatomic distances for these oxygen groups,
suggesting that the OLix, OZr, and OLa2 environments all
contribute to the experimental peaks II and III. In contrast, the
O6 group oxygens give the 419−422 ppm peak, showing a good
match with the observed peak I. These oxygens have the closest
proximity to the Zr and La atoms (shortest among all groups,
Figure 8. Local coordination analysis for the Ga- or Al-doped Li1 sites
from all single- and double-doped configurations. Correlation between
the quadrupolar coupling constants (CQ, MHz) and distortion indices
(DI, defined in eq 2) of bond lengths, angles, and polyhedral edges is
given as a measure of the deviation from the tetrahedral coordination of
a given Al/Ga dopant site.
Figure 9. Influence of the Al and Ga dopants on the computed GIPAW
17O NMR spectra of cubic LLZO variants compared to the
experimental spectrum of the Ga0.2Al0.2LLZO sample. The undoped,
single- and double-doped cases are shown, and the higher-doping levels
are given in Figure S27. The computed spectra contain contributions
from multiple defect configurations (accessible at 298 K). Gaussian
broadening (Γ = 8 ppm) is used for all computed spectra. The labels I−
V indicate the experimental LLZO peaks and * ZrO2 peak.
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2.52−2.54 and 2.07 Å, respectively), only one bonded Li
neighbor, and the longest Li−O distances.
For the undoped and two single-doped (1Al and 1Ga) c-
LLZO cases with more distorted crystal sites, the oxygens are
highly scattered in terms of NMR properties (Table 4 and Table
S10, also see Table S11 for all individual oxygen sites). In all
three cases, the oxygen sites can be grouped into at least 9
groups, with large deviations in δiso, CQ, and ηQ values that
diminish the accuracy in peak assignments. In general, there is a
notable similarity in terms of NMR properties between the two
sets of oxygen groups from the two single-doped (1Al and 1Ga)
cases, except for the ones coordinating the dopants directly. This
finding suggests that the main features (peaks I−IV) are not
affected by the dopant type, as they are produced by the oxygens
found in the LLZO lattice, viz. primarily coordinating the Li, La,
and Zr sites (as noted above).
A comparison of the predicted 17O chemical shifts and the
average bond lengths of diverse types reveals a clear trend of
higher 17ONMR shifts at longer O−O interatomic distances and
shorter Zr−O and La−Odistances (Figure 10a), consistent with
the link between peak I and the oxygens coordinating the La and
Zr sites more closely (as previously noted). Conversely, no clear
trend can be spotted for the average Li−O distances, as the
immediate Li neighbor counts of the oxygen atoms vary
significantly. Grouping the Li−Odistances based on the number
of Li neighbors, however, reveals a correlation between
decreasing chemical shift and shorter Li−O distances for each
group (Figure 10b). The latter finding agrees well with our
previous assignment of peak IV primarily to the OLix (x = 1−4)
sites. As also visible from Figure 10b, the dopant−oxygen
distances (D(X−O), where X = {Al, Ga}) are in the range 1.80−
1.88 Å (in line with the lowest-energy configurations, compiled
in Table 4), and the corresponding chemical shifts range from
160 to 240 ppm, linked to peak V. Relevantly, no clear
correlation was observed between the number of Li−O bonds
and the 17O NMR shifts, as the oxygen groups with a different
number of Li neighbors have similar distribution of chemical
shifts (ranging from 275−300 to 450 ppm, Figure 10b, except
for 1Li-neighbor ones with a single data point).
Table 4. Local Coordination Analysis for the Distinctive Oxygen Atom Groups in c-LLZO Variants along with Their 17O NMR
Parameters (Isotropic Chemical Shifts, δiso, Quadrupolar Coupling, CQ and EFG Asymmetry, ηQ)
a
oxygen
group δiso [ppm] CQ [MHz] ηQ
average
D(O−O) [Å]
average
D(O−La) [Å]
average
D(O−Zr) [Å]
minimum
D(O−Li)b [Å]
no. bonded Li
neighbors
average
D(O−X) [Å]
c-Li7LZO
O1 296−307 0.62−1.34 0.15−0.99 3.04−3.08 2.57−2.71 2.14−2.21 1.89−1.95 3
O2 313−316 0.65−0.97 0.41−0.99 3.04−3.07 2.59−2.62 2.13−2.16 1.89−1.92 3
O3 326−340 0.61−1.22 0.35−0.98 3.06−3.08 2.58−2.62 2.09−2.16 1.86−1.93 2
O4 344−345 0.74−1.11 0.18−0.79 3.08−3.09 2.54−2.60 2.10−2.12 1.85−1.87 2
O5 352−357 0.84−0.99 0.10−0.60 3.07−3.09 2.56−2.58 2.10−2.13 1.88−1.93 2
O6 362−372 0.93−1.39 0.16−0.91 3.07−3.11 2.55−2.57 2.07−2.09 1.82−1.94 2
O7 379−381 0.83−1.53 0.48−0.53 3.10−3.13 2.52−2.61 2.09−2.13 1.96−2.07 2
O8 395−403 0.36−1.33 0.20−0.59 3.09−3.11 2.49−2.55 2.08−2.10 1.99−1.86 1
O9 425−426 1.14−1.17 0.17−0.38 3.10−3.11 2.52−2.54 2.07 2.00−2.01 1
1Ga-Doped (c-Ga0.25Li6.25LZO)
O1a 206 3.50 0.08 3.06−3.07 2.65−2.66 2.18 0 1.87
O1b 224 3.50 0.37 3.07−3.08 2.63 2.21 0 1.88
O2 286 0.94−0.99 0.98 3.06 2.67 2.13 1.90 3 >3.6
O3 303−320 0.6−1.0 0.29−0.94 3.04−3.08 2.57−2.63 2.12−2.17 1.89−1.92 2−3 >3.6
O4 337−350 0.9−1.1 0.31−0.58 3.06−3.07 2.58−2.63 2.08−2.17 1.92 2 >3.6
O5 363 0.99−1.01 0.12−0.15 3.09 2.58 2.09 1.92 2 >3.6
O6 371−373 1.06−1.13 0.10−0.78 3.09 2.55−2.57 2.08−2.09 1.92−1.93 2 >3.6
O7 380 0.82 0.30 3.08 2.52 2.10 1.84 1 >3.6
O8 389 0.75 0.77 3.09 2.50 2.08 1.81 1 >3.6
O9 423−426 1.05−1.18 0.28−0.43 3.10 2.51−2.53 2.07−2.09 1.99−2.02 1 >3.6
1Ga + 1Al (c-Al0.25Ga0.25Li5.5LZO)
O1a
(Al-crd.)
228−229 1.36 0.54 3.03 2.64 2.17 0 1.80
O1b
(Ga-crd.)
228−229 3.64 0.19 3.06 2.63 2.17 0 1.88
O2 306−307 0.57−0.58 0.57−0.61 3.05 2.60 2.16 1.90 3 >3.6
O3 310−313 0.55−0.84 0.58−0.76 3.06 2.59 2.16 1.91−1.92 3 >3.6
O4 344−347 0.83−0.88 0.32−0.38 3.06 2.60 2.11 1.92 2 >3.6
O5 368−369 0.95−1.00 0.21−0.30 3.08 2.57 2.07 1.93−1.94 2 >3.6
O6 419−422 1.05−1.09 0.35−0.41 3.08 2.52−2.54 2.07 1.99 1 >3.6
aCovalent radii of the atoms in a given pair are considered for determining the oxygen neighbors. δiso values are referenced using σref = 242 ppm.
For brevity, only the minimum-energy configuration of each stoichiometry and only the selected stoichiometries are shown. A complete table
containing all relevant configurations and other LLZO stoichiometries are given in Table S10. Oxygen sites are grouped based on their NMR
properties as individually documented in Table S11. bMinimum Li−O distances are listed instead of the average D(Li−O) values, which are
scattered due to varying number of Li neighbors (see Figure 10b). A range of values is given for some of the NMR parameters and the interatomic
distances; this follows from the minor variations in these values for the individual oxygen atoms from the same group with similar properties, due to
small variations in the local structures of the specific environments.
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4. DISCUSSION
There is an ongoing debate in the literature concerning the site
preference of Al/Ga dopants inside the c-LLZO framework and
its connection to the observedNMR resonances (see the SI, Part
7, for an overview). Tables S12 and S13 give a comparison of the
current computed and experimental 27Al and 71Ga NMR peak
positions, (fitted and predicted) NMR parameters, and site-
assignments with those previously reported. This comparison
reveals overall a good agreement between these two data sets.
More specifically, we observe two characteristic features in
both 27Al and 71Ga NMR spectra (denoted as peaks A and B).
Our predicted and experimental spectra reproduce the common
broad peak B in both 27Al and 71Ga NMR spectra (at 68 and
193−199 ppm, respectively). Our DFT predictions suggest that
peak B results frommultiple defect configurations with distorted
tetrahedral AlO4 or GaO4 coordination (at the Li1/24d sites),
leading to a relatively large CQ (
27Al, 5.3 MHz; and 71Ga, 10.2−
10.9 MHz) and ηQ (
27Al, 0.74; and 71Ga, 0.39−0.50) values.
These findings align well with our experiments and previous
reports.3,20,23,27 However, our 27Al results contradict the DFT
predictions by Rettenwander et al.,24 who reported very small
calculated CQ and ηQ values (0.8 MHz and 0.1) for the 68 ppm
27Al peak, which could be linked to a “perfect” (nondistorted)
tetrahedral Li1/24d site, rather than a distorted one, and would
lead to a very sharp peak, as opposed to the observed 68 ppm
broad feature.
Our DFT predictions on a higher doping level, i.e., the double
Al-doped cases (i.e., Al0.5Li5.5LZO), suggest that the minimum-
energy defect configuration yields an 27Al resonance with even
larger CQ (7.1 MHz) and lower asymmetry (ηQ = 0.02) than the
single-doped case. The predicted high quadrupolar coupling and
high axial EFG symmetry combination is in line with some
previous reports,3,20 albeit at a lower chemical shift. Similarly,
the double-Ga doping (Ga0.5Li5.5LZO) leads to an even larger
CQ (12.5 MHz) and an almost zero EFG asymmetry (ηQ ≤
0.02), in good agreement with Bernuy-Lopez et al.27 As
previously described, the double-doped lowest-energy defect
configurations (in both the Al- and Ga-doped cases)
accommodate two identical, highly distorted Li1/24d dopant
sites that are connected through a LaO8 site. In addition, all
oxygen-sharing LiO4 neighbors (that were present in the
individual single-doped cases) are missing, contributing to the
distortion of the AlO4/GaO4 sites and thus their higher CQ value
(27Al, 7.1 vs 5.3MHz; and 71Ga, 10.2−10.9 vs 12.5MHz). These
computational findings suggest that not only the doping site but
also its oxygen-sharing neighbors (second coordination shell)
will influence the observed NMR signals. This may explain the
high diversity in the observed NMR parameters for the
corresponding broad 27Al and 71Ga peaks (B).
Multiple dopant sites with slightly different environments are
expected to contribute to the SOQ discontinuity (shoulder) of
peak B and the smoothing of the singularities and inflections.
The effect of the structural disorder on the NMR spectra can be
captured by explicitly considering multiple defect configurations
(as done here) or by using the Maurer92 or Czjzek93 models to
simulate the joint density distributions arising from the disorder
sites. Relevantly, using these models, local disorder in crystal
structure was linked with an extended right-hand tail observed in
the 27Al NMR spectra for the analogous AlOx environments in
other solid systems,94,95 and also in the 71Ga NMR spectra of
similar GaOx environments.
96,97 Given these detailed studies,
structural disorder effects are considered in our spectral
simulations only in the form of sampling of diverse
configurations. One should note that the disorder entropy
contributions to the relative energies of configurations are
negligible (see the SI, Part 5) and that smoother spectra could be
obtained by sampling more defect configurations using a larger
simulation cell.
A second resonance (peak A) is observed for both 27Al and
71Ga NMR in the 74−81 and 222−239 ppm regions,
respectively, for samples of diverse stoichiometries, in line
with previous experimental reports (27Al refs 3, 18, 19, and 23
and 71Ga refs 22, 23, and 26−28). Based on our DFT results,
these sharper peaks are linked with low CQ values (
27Al, 0.95
MHz; and 71Ga, 2.54 MHz). For both 27Al and 71Ga NMR, we
ascribe this weak quadrupolar coupling to a nondistorted
tetrahedral coordination, stemming from the high symmetry of
the doped site and the four corner-sharing LiO4 neighbors (NN
= 4, Figure 6). Therefore, peak A is likely to originate from the
doping of perfect (nondistorted) tetrahedral Li1/24d sites,
rather than the distorted 4/5-fold coordinated Li2/96h, 6-fold
coordinated Li2/48g, or La sites, contradicting the previous
assignments of this resonance made in the litera-
ture.3,18,19,22−24,28 Relevantly, Al and Ga dopants sitting at the
Li2 or La sites are predicted to yield 27Al and 71Ga signals at very
low chemical shifts, in a range that is not observed
experimentally, and the corresponding defect configurations
have notably higher formation energies, rendering them
thermally inaccessible (even at high synthesis/sintering temper-
Figure 10. Local coordination analysis for the oxygen sites. Correlation
between 17O chemical shifts (δiso) and various types of average
interatomic distances: (a)D(O−O),D(O−La), andD(O−Zr) and (b)
D(O−Li) and D(O−{Al/Ga}), considering the distances within 3.6 Å.
In part b,D(O−Li) values are grouped based on the Li neighbor counts
of oxygens (“1−6Li”) and the dopant−oxygen distances are also shown
(“1Al/Ga”, purple stars). For clarity, only the single Al/Ga-doped
configurations are shown. A complete analysis including all possible
configurations can be found in Figures S29 and S30, which exhibit
identical trends as the ones shown here.
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atures). This finding agrees well with the general notion that Ga
in a tetrahedral environment will be in the range 107−222 ppm,
whereas in an octahedral environment will be between 80 and
−42 ppm.67,77
We note that lower dopant levels would increase the
probability that a dopant atom is surrounded by four Li ions
(NN= 4, yielding a higher peak A). The sample Al0.15LLZOwith
the lowest doping level (having the highest Li content) is
associated with the highest intensity of peak A. This suggests
that the formation of two distinct local environments likely
depends on the number of Li-ion neighbors. Moreover, a wide
range of peak A:B intensities are obtained for samples with a
dopant level of X0.4 (X = Al/Ga), suggesting a nonrandom
distribution of Li ions on the Li2 sites. Relevantly, we show that
having four Li2 neighbors at the higher (double) doping level
leads to a higher energy penalty (see Figure S24), in line with the
decreased availability of Li sites. Based on these findings, we
speculate that, at the lower concentrations, Al/Ga is largely
randomly substituted in the lattice, creating regions where the
dopants are closely packed (like in our double-doped models).
This will push the Li ions away from these clustered dopants,
causing them to increasingly find places near the isolated
dopants, thus increasing the fraction of the dopant sites with 4 Li
neighbors (NN = 4). Due to the computational costs of the
NMR calculations, our simulation cells were kept small, mainly
allowing for the modeling of isolated dopants. A more accurate
sampling of such dopant clusters will be possible through cluster
expansion analysis or large-scale MD simulations using
interatomic potentials (as done in ref 40). We are currently
exploring the effect of a wider range of compositions and
synthesis conditions on the relative A:B peak intensities.
The defect configurations associated with peak A are
predicted to have a higher formation energy as compared to
those linked with peak B (yet still much lower than the La- or
Li2-defected ones). Accordingly, we had to use unphysically
high (model) temperatures in the Boltzmann weighting (e.g., up
to 4000 K) to account also for these higher-energy
configurations in the NMR spectra. However, we note that
these DFT-based simulation temperatures should not be taken
as absolute temperatures, because small errors in the relative
energies of the clusters even within the errors of DFT cause large
errors in temperature estimations. Instead these simulations
demonstrate that these distinctive local environments can result
from quenching in different configurations. We also note that
the predicted peak A in both 27Al and 71Ga NMR spectra is
somewhat shifted with respect to the corresponding exper-
imental sharp peaks. This is likely due to the different dopant
stoichiometries of the models/samples used for obtaining the
computed/experimental spectra. As shown for the double-
doped cases, the (indirect) interactions between the adjacent
dopant sites might also play a role in the chemical shift of the
peak A.
Based on our elaborate structural and spectral analysis (Figure
9 and Table 4), the characteristic 17O NMR signals were
assigned to specific crystallographic sites. In particular, the
lower-frequency peak V (180−220 ppm) can be clearly linked to
the oxygens coordinating a dopant site, based on its absence in
the spectra of undoped c-LLZO and its broadening upon the
inclusion of higher-energy dopant sites (Figure 9 and Figure
S26). In contrast, the lower-frequency peak IV (320 ppm) can
be primarily assigned to the oxygens in OLix environments, as
corroborated by the decrease in its relative height at increasing
doping levels and shorter interatomic distances (D(Li−O),
Figure 10). Similarly, the higher-frequency peak I (420 ppm)
can be assigned to the oxygens more closely coordinating the La
and Zr sites, whereas the other observed signals II and III (378
and 352 ppm) likely have mixed contributions from the Li, La,
and Zr sites. In contrast, all other observed signals can be
assigned to the nongarnet impurities. Interestingly, the choice of
the dopant has only a limited effect on the overall 17O NMR
predicted spectra, whereas the doping level is a more
determining factor. Furthermore, the 17O NMR data cannot
be used to determine a site preference (Li1 vs Li2) for the Al or
Ga doping (Figure S31), unlike the 27Al and 71Ga NMR spectra.
The dopant site preference has potential implications on the
ionic transport mechanisms. Previous experimental and
computational studies have corroborated the involvement of
both Li1/24d and Li2/96h sites in the Li-conduction in diverse
Al-, Ga-, andMo-doped c-LLZO compositions.9,23,40,43,45,98−100
Particularly, the spin-alignment echo (SAE) 6Li NMR measure-
ments revealed higher activation barriers for the 24d−24d Li-ion
hopping (inevitably via a 96h site) compared to the other routes
between two 96h sites (via the corners of Li1−O4 polyhedra),100
hinting at the doping preference for Li1/24d sites.
Relevantly, there are distinct views on the blocking or aiding
effect of a dopant at the Li1/24d site on the Li conductivity. For
instance, DFT calculations by Rettenwander et al.43 indicated
that a Ga/Al dopant placed at a Li1 site increases the site energy
of the neighboring 24d site (while Ga3+ is providing a larger
destabilization than Al3+). This would decrease the potential
energy difference between the neighboring tetrahedral and
octahedral sites and, hence, enhance the Li diffusion. In contrast,
based on MD simulations using interatomic potentials, Garcia
Daza et al.40 argued that a Ga/Al dopant sitting at a Li1/24d site
would block the 24d junctions nearby (within 4 Å) and trap its
associated Li vacancies at any substituent concentration. The
authors also proposed that Li diffusion is completely hindered at
high dopant levels (beyond the level required for stabilizing the
cubic phase, i.e., LixLZO, x < 6.5), due to the synergistic effects,
i.e., multiple dopants within 8 Å from each other.
Despite these contradictory findings regarding the influence
of doping on the Li1/24d sites, it is clear that an efficient Li-ion
conduction within LLZO would involve the octahedral Li2/96h
sites. Based on our NMR results, we rule out the possibility of
the Li2-substitution that would block Li migration, and we
reveal the disparate local environments within and around the
Li1 sites, the exact effect of which on the conduction is yet to be
explored and is now under investigation in our group.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Local coordination environments in the undoped and Ga/Al-
doped cubic-LLZO garnets were studied using ab initio
calculations, whereas the predicted solid-state 27Al, 71Ga, and
17O NMR spectra were analyzed in connection to the
experimentally observed characteristic MAS NMR signals. In
this regard, this study also reports the first measurement of the
17O MAS NMR spectra of Al- and Ga-doped c-LLZO. The 17O
NMR spectra feature one distinct resonance that is linked with
Al/Ga doping.
More specifically, a comprehensive and computationally
extensive defect configuration analysis was performed, whereby
each Li1, Li2, and La site in a primitive unit cell of cubic LLZO
were explicitly considered with varying levels of Al and Ga
dopants into to the lattice (XaLi7−3aLZO, where a = 0.0−1.0).
The 27Al, 71Ga, and 17O MAS NMR spectra were computed
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using DFT/GIPAW for the resulting symmetrically irreducible
set of configurations. The contribution of each configuration
with a specific stoichiometry to theNMR spectra was considered
based on the Boltzmann weights at varying temperatures. The
predicted spectra are in good agreement with the current and
previous experimental observations, allowing for an accurate
assignment of the peaks to the crystal sites in different
configurations. Combining the current experimental and
computational results, the following key conclusions were
drawn:
1. Configuration analysis revealed that multiple defect
configurations are thermally accessible and jointly
contribute to the experimental NMR spectra. Doping of
the Li1 sites is energetically more favorable than the Li2
and La sites, and only the calculated 27Al and 71Ga
chemical shifts of the Li1-defected configurations are
observed experimentally.
2. Two distinctive features are observed for both 27Al and
71Ga NMR spectra: (1) a broad peak, associated with a
high quadrupolar coupling constant (large CQ), which is
attributed to the doping of the low-energy, highly
distorted tetragonal GaO4/AlO4 sites, and (2) a sharper
peak (due to much lower CQ) at a higher chemical shift,
associated with the doping of the higher-energy, highly
symmetric (less distorted) dopant sites; other signals are
due to nongarnet impurities. The higher-energy sites may
be accessible at high synthesis temperatures (combined
with rapid cooling) or thermodynamically stabilized with
more dopants (per unit cell) at higher doping levels.
3. Both the sharp and broad features in 27Al and 71Ga NMR
spectra are predicted to stem from 4-fold coordinated
(Li1/24d) doped sites with varying local distortions,
whereas the 5/6-fold (Li2/96h/48g) ones are energeti-
cally inaccessible and not experimentally observed (as
opposed to some previous reports). This Li1 dopant site
preference is in line with the proposed Li-ion conduction
pathways involving the Li2/96h sites. The distorted
nature of the dopant site is predicted to be controlled
mainly by the oxygen-sharing Li2 neighbors. A general
trend is revealed for both 27Al and 71Ga shifts, whereby the
higher distortion of a dopant site links to a higher CQ
value.
4. The intensity of sharp peak A is likely to be controlled by
the number of occupied Li2 site neighbors, sharing an
oxygen with the dopant site. The highest A:B intensity is
observed at the lowest doping level in line with the
increased occupation of Li2 sites. The (indirect) effect of
Li2 sites on Li-ion conduction is under further
investigation.
5. Analysis of the higher dopant-level models suggests that
multiple Al or Ga dopants in a crystal tend to form clusters
at adjacent Li1 sites, pushing away the nearby Li (i.e.,
blocking access to the adjacent Li2 sites). In absence of Li
neighbors, other nearby sites, e.g., ZrO6 and LaO8, mainly
affect the local order at the individual dopant sites through
the shared oxygen vertices, thus influencing the NMR
parameters originating from the dopant site.
6. Using the experimental data, the predicted 17O NMR
spectra were validated, and the observed peaks were
linked with the specific oxygen types coordinating the Li,
Zr, and La sublattices. As compared to the 27Al and 71Ga
cases, it was not always trivial to make clear assignments
due to the shared nature of the oxygen atoms.
7. The right-hand-side (lowest frequency) 17O peak (at
180−220 ppm) can be clearly related to the Al/Ga doping
(i.e., oxygens coordinating the dopant), since it is missing
in the undoped c-LLZO case, and its relative height
increases on increased doping levels. DFT calculations
also suggest that this peak is broadened upon doping of
the higher-energy Li sites. The dopant type (Al or Ga) has
a minor effect on the overall shape of the 17O NMR
spectra, while the number of dopants and their
distribution within the LLZO lattice have a more
discernible influence.
8. Coordination analysis revealed that each oxygen atom has
one Zr and two La neighbors in its first coordination shell,
while the number of immediate Li neighbors differs,
giving rise to characteristic NMRparameters. Another key
factor is the varying interatomic distances between
oxygens and other atom types: the shorter Li−Odistances
are linked with lower chemical shifts, whereas the shorter
Zr−O and La−O distances are predicted to lead to higher
shifts. Based on these trends, the lower-frequency peak at
ca. 320 ppm can be primarily assigned to the OLix (with x
= 1−4) sites, as corroborated by the decrease in its relative
height on higher doping levels. Similarly, the higher-
frequency peak at around 420 ppm is predicted to
originate from the oxygens more closely coordinating the
La and Zr sites.
In light of the presented comprehensive atomistic insights
corroborated by the experimental findings, this study is expected
to clarify the ambiguities in the understanding of the links
between the observed 17O, 27Al, and 71Ga NMR signals and the
local coordination environments in c-LLZO, which is a
promising solid electrolyte candidate. The atomistic insights
into the dopant site preference, the local coordination
environments in the Li1 dopant sites, and the closely
neighboring Li2 sites will be key in the devising of strategies
to optimize ionic conductivity in doped LLZO variants. These
findings will also aid the investigations of the NMR−structure
relations in other energy materials with similar disordered local
environments.
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